Operational Plan 2016 --- 2017
Lotta Jackson,
General Manager,
Norfolk Island Regional Council,
Kingston,
Norfolk Island
Dear Lotta,
I wish to make a submission to the Norfolk Island Regional Council operational plan 2016 –
2017, based on the principle of achievable outcomes through planning and recognising
community requirements, avoiding duplication and managing the regional council’s limited
resources to achieve improvements rather than change just for the sake of change.
Taking into account the maturity of NIRC the operational plan should be couched in a
manner that sets an environment of establishing a platform for professionally managed
and improved budgeting policies, allowing planning to be based on historical financial
figures.
Action 1.1 – Target--; Adopt Waste management Strategy by 1 October.
What Waste Management Strategy?
New target --: revise and develop Waste Management Strategy.
Time frame is to tight and may be better if extended out to 1 March 2017.
Action 1.3 Where does the Norfolk Plan 2002 sit in this action?
The existing Norfolk Island plan covers all land in Norfolk Island for which
planning approvals are required, therefore planning controls already exist.
The Norfolk Island plan 2002 is specific to Norfolk Island, and appropriate.
Whereas the Environmental Planning and Assessment act. 1979 (NSW)
Would be cumbersome, contain many sections irrelevant to Norfolk Island
and
a waste of resources to introduce and implement. This action is unnecessary and a
should be deleted.
Action 2.1 Is there a position of T.L. Heritage Management?

Council Advisory committee for heritage and culture has not been approved
by council therefore how will Heritage and Culture committee be created by
October 2016.
Where does the Museums Trust fit into this and what are the budgetary
implications.
Action 2.2 Existing plans of management reviewed to determine usage and required
service levels.
2.2 target is unachievable or to ambitious until the above has been achieved. There are
smarter options to managing the reserves than past practices, consider moving this action
to an achievable date.
Objective 3
3.1 Target, why do we need another public holiday for harmony day? Promoting cultural
events that are relevant to Norfolk Island should hold priority.
Action 3.2 disagree with this action, as artefacts housed and displayed in separate buildings
allows the collected exhibiting of artefacts that are related to specific events, periods or
eras, therefore allowing visitors to the museums the opportunity to observe and
appreciate artefacts specific to their personnel interests in an uncluttered environment.
Also the artefacts are displayed in separate buildings to reduce the unfortunate incidence
of losing the majority of historical items through fire, which is what happened in the past.
It has taken many years to get the museums to the point that they are at today even
though there is a lot more that can be done to improve the interpretation of the KAVHA
area, this action would an absolute and unnecessary waste of precious time and resources.
6.2 Target, amend to read, seek approval and commence recommendation by
1 January 2016.
6.4 Action, delete Time of Day Metering option as funding is not warranted.
Insert Photovoltaic Power storage to optimize benefits of Photovoltaic Power systems.

